D. CLEAR, QUIT, EXIT

i. CLEAR

On the home screen, pressing CLEAR once will clear an unexecuted command line, i.e., if you have entered part or all of a command and have not pressed ENTER to execute the command, CLEAR will erase that line. Pressing CLEAR a second time clears the entire screen.

On the graphing screen, pressing CLEAR once will remove the menu lines from the bottom of the screen. This is convenient if the menu lines are obstructing part of the graph you want to see. Pressing CLEAR a second time returns you to the home screen.

On an editing screen (the function editing screen (y(x)=), the program editing screen, the matrix editing screen, etc.), pressing CLEAR will erase the line the cursor is on. Pressing CLEAR again has no effect. It can be very frustrating to have just completed entering a complicated function with several layers of parentheses on the y(x)= screen and then accidentally press CLEAR instead of EXIT. The equation is gone and cannot be retrieved.

ii. QUIT

Pressing QUIT will always return you to the home screen from any other screen.

iii. EXIT

EXIT will back you out of any screen one menu line at a time. There are never more than two menu lines on the screen. Pressing EXIT once will drop the bottom menu line. Pressing EXIT again will return you to the home screen. Neither EXIT nor QUIT has any effect on the home screen.